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A Few Words from Our Headmaster
Greetings,
I would like to personally extend a warm welcome to everyone who has journeyed to be
here this weekend. Thank you for joining us as we turn an extraordinary hotel into an
amazing school of witchcraft and wizardry for four wonderful days!
I invite you to immerse yourself in the magic, make new friends, and create memories to
last a lifetime.
Just like the first notes of a melody, the first paragraph of a book, or the first scene in a
movie, there will only ever be a first Weekend of Wizardry. It is a special time for all of us,
and I am delighted to be the one to welcome you to your new home where, as
Potterheads, we have all come together to celebrate the boy who lived!
Yours truly,
Professor Angela Moon
Headmaster & Mischief Manager
Weekend of Wizardry

Hotel Map

Wizarding Decrees (Rules and Regulations)
Harassment Policy

There is a zero tolerance, no harassment policy at the
Wonderful Weekend of Wizardry. This applies to
everyone at the event. If you encounter any form of
harassment at any time at the event, notify security
immediately.
Badges

Everyone, all members and special guests, must wear
Weekend of Wizardry badges or wrist bands at all
times to be admitted to any event function.
Kids

If you are 5 years old or younger, you don’t need a
badge because Wonderful Weekend of Wizardry is
free for little witches and wizards. Security will be
looking for badges on everyone else, though.
You must be at least 16 to attend Weekend of
Wizardry by yourself. Kids under the age of 16 need
to keep a parent (or guardian) nearby at all times.
It’s the Law!

Possession of alcoholic beverages or marijuana
products by anyone under 21 years of age is grounds
for expulsion from the hotel and event without
refund.
No Smoking is permitted in any indoor spaces, and
must be 25 feet away from any exterior door per
Washington State Law
Weekend of Wizardry has a clear *no weapons*
policy that will be enforced. All weapons must be
non-working and peace bonded. No functioning
projectile weapons – including water pistols, silly
string guns, and ping-pong pistols. No metal blades
will be permitted. Please make your props out of
foam or other materials that cannot hurt other
Weekend of Wizardry attendees.
Real firearms are not allowed at Weekend of
Wizardry. This include attendees who maintain a
Washington Weapons Carry License or similar permit
from another state. Weekend of Wizardry security,
hotel security, and local law enforcement officials will
treat anything that looks like a real weapon as a

weapon. Attendees who choose to ignore this policy
will be asked to leave the convention and will have
their event pass revoked. (Sworn law enforcement
are excused from this policy)
Pictures

No taking pictures of celebrities, artists, art or vendor
merchandise without permission from the celebrity,
artist or vendor.
Video, audio and photography
Staff and other attendees will be taking photos,
filming, or taking audio at this event. When attending
Weekend of Wizardry, consent is implied. If you are
uncomfortable with having your photo taken, please
inform the person with the camera. When taking
photos of celebrities, please wait until approved
times, or ask their permission first.
Emergency and Personal Property

Weekend of Wizardry is not responsible for lost,
stolen or damaged property, or for injuries sustained
during the course of the event. First aid is located at
registration counter should you need attention.
Schedule

Announced events and guests are subject to change
and/or cancellation without notice. Every effort will
be made to announce any changes via the website,
Facebook and our onsite newsletter, but sometimes
last minute changes will occur.
Be polite, courteous and follow the Rules
We reserve the right to ask you to leave the
convention and refuse to refund your money if you
are violating any of the policies. In addition, we ask
that all attendees be respectful of others.
No Camping in the halls or lobby! If you are found
sleeping in the public areas you will be asked to go to
your hotel room. If you do not have a room, hotel or
venue security will be forced to ask you to leave.

Ssshh! Remember that there are other guests in the
rooms next to you. Remember that there are other
guests at the hotel. Do not run, play, or throw things
inside the convention space and common areas at the
hotel.

Celebrities

Food & Drink

Only our celebrity guests are allowed to sell
photographs made at the event. If you spent all year
building the perfect costume, please give freely when
people want to take pictures of you. Be proud of what
you accomplished, but not so proud that you demand
payment, tips or donations.

In general, eating is not allowed in the panel rooms.
Beverages are ok, just please be mindful.

Special Events

Hotel & Convention Space

Please do not abuse our hotel or convention facilities.
This includes putting signs on walls. Public locations
for notices will be provided near the registration
counter.
If you think you can make money doing it at Weekend
of Wizardry, it’s probably not allowed unless you
have written permission from the convention. That is
especially true when you are taking pictures or video
or making audio recordings of the awesome stuff and
people at Weekend of Wizardry. Or, as our lawyers
like to say…
All attendees at the Weekend of Wizardry are
prevented from taking, recording, or creating film, or
digital pictures, videos, tapes, sound recordings, or
any other visual or auditory recreation of any kind
whatsoever, of any Weekend of Wizardry guest,
attendee, Volunteer, or of any Weekend of Wizardry
event, including but not limited to any panel,
seminar, session, dance, or performance, for any
commercial use, or for the solicitation of funds for
any commercial or other purpose, without express
written permission of Weekend of Wizardry.

There will be separate ticketed events, or limited
events with a specific number of attendees to help
reduce lines and improve the overall experience for
everyone. Please sign up early and make sure to plan
accordingly for any signing, photo ops, or special
events as timing is critical for making a great event.
Listen to hotel staff, security, and volunteer staff to
help make your Weekend of Wizardry event
Wonderful.
Classes, Panels & Activities

Rooms will be cleared between each class. As we
have limited space, we ask for your cooperation and
assistance with the following: Please listen to our
volunteers and hotel staff when forming lines. The
line for the NEXT panel can start forming only after
the line for the CURRENT panel is inside and seated.
Please be considerate of others and do not break in
line. If you are pointed out, we will send you to the
end of the line. Please be considerate of those
needing special assistance and allow them access to
the areas set aside for them. Please do not sit in seats
or areas marked for their use. Please do not run, fly,
or teleport to your seat.

HAVE FUN!

Vendor Alley
Vendor Map

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Mythic Eggs
Worn Keys
Myst Forest Creatures
Megan Crow Illustrations
Clever Girl Creations
Squirrel Vs Coyote &
Young Willow Creations
Darkgift
Cynthia Salu Art
Tally Ink Publishing
Origami Owl
Cosplay Actors
Rosarium Blends

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Rare Earth Designs
Earth & Sky
Readings…and More
Crystal Quarry
Crescent Moon Gifts
Merch Booth for Bands
The Fancy Accent Tea
Company
Nisson Studios
Oracle of Alanor
Photos – Celebrity
Rob Carlos Art
Mr. Powers Leather

25. A Mother of Dragons
26. Teaching Toys and Books

Vendor Descriptions
Clever Girl Creation
www.clevergirl-creations.com
Bags, Clothes, Wand holders using Themed Fabrics

Nilsson Studios
Oddpetz emporium has Purr-maids,, 3 headed dogs and all
the creatures you want to cuddle.

Crescent Moon Gifts
www.crescentmoongifts.com
Licensed Harry Potter Merchandise, Butterscotch Soda,
Chocolate Frogs, Bertie Botts and more

Oracle of Alanor
www.facebook.com/oracleofalanor
Wands, wings, robes, and magical things

Crystal Quarry
www.facebook.com/crystalquarry
Crystals, Gazing Balls, Crystal Wands and more

Origami Owl
www.collegecharm.origamiowl.com
Customized licensed Harry Potter jewelry

Cynthia Salu Art
www.instagram.com/cynthiacsalu
Enchanted fantasy artwork.

Rare Earth Designs
www.rareearthdesigns.net
The closest thing to the real Ollivander. Real wood wands,
gifts, tools and supplies.

Darkgift
Leather Top hats, Witch Hats, Hand crafted Journals and
Fangs

Readings…and More
www.readingsandmore.com
Brooms, Reading, Brooms, Chalices, Brooms, and more.

Earth & Sky
www.earthandskydivination.com
Reading, Runes, House themed flower crowns and more.

Rob Carlos Art
www.colorsmith.com
The Fantasy Art of Rob Carlos

The Fancy Accent Tea Company
www.fancyaccentteas.com
Quality Teas, Hand-Crafted Merchandise, & Themed
Catering

Rosarium Blends
www.rosariumblends.com
Hand crafted oils, incense, candles and a wide assortment of
books and tools.

Megan Crow Illustrations
www.instagram.com/megzcon
A unique take on Harry Potter art including getting yourself
made into a magical themed image.

Squirrel Vs Coyote
www.squirrelvscoyote.com
Armor for those who dream of vulnerability Chain mail and
Scale mail.

A Mother of Dragons
www.instagram.com/amotherofdragoneggs
Themed dragon eggs of all fandom, also dragon egg
necklaces and car charms

Tally In Publishing
www.secretsofthetally.com
Author of the Secret of the Tally series.

Mr. Powers Leather
www.facebook.com/mrdonpowers
Leather Journals, Belts, Wand Holsters
Myst Forest Creatures
www.etsy.com/shop/MystForest
Mandrakes, Goblins, and other fantasy creatures.
Mythic Eggs
www.etsy.com/shop/MythicEggs
Gorgeous, smooth, eggshells that will remind you that magic
really can exist in the world.

Teaching Toys and Books
www.teachingtoysandbooks.com
Harry Potter Lego’s, toys and books
Worn Keys Emporium
www.etsy.com/shop/WornKeysEmporium
Elaborate winged key jewelry and other creations
Young Willow Creations
Eclectic jewelry & art pieces, for the whimsical soul.

Guest Bios
Chris Rankin
HP – Percy Weasley
Chris Rankin was 16 years old when he sent off a letter
asking for an audition to play Percy Weasley in “Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone.” He went on to play the
role for 11 years.
Stan Yanevski
HP – Viktor Krum
Yanevski was born in Bulgaria, and is best known for
portraying Viktor Krum in the Harry Potter series. He also
starred in Hostel: Part II, the sequel to Eli Roth’s film
Hostel.
Paul Warren⏎
Daniel Radcliffe Body Double⏎
Paul Warren is a British actor known for playing
characters in prosthetic makeup and creature suits in such
films as Star Wars: The Force Awakens, Star Wars: The
Last Jedi, guardians of the Galaxy, Thor: The Dark World,
Clash of the Titans, World War 2, and Ghost Stories. He
began his film career as a body double for Daniel Radcliffe
on te film Harry Potter & the order of the Phoenix.
Spending much of his time 20 ft. up in the air on a
hydraulic broomstick system and performing other
physically demanding activities. It wasn’t long before Paul
started to get noticed as a versatile performer.
AJ Ditty
Puff’s Narrator
An actor/playwright/slash-mark enthusiast currently
living in Brooklyn. He is known for his roles in: NYC Puffs,
The Mysteries, B.B.’s Inferno, The Foreigner, Sherlock
Homes, and many more. He is a proud alumnus of Pipeline
Theater Company’s PlayLab and is currently a member of
Decent Company, which is a collective dedicated to the
advancement of the theatrical writer/performer. BFA:
NYU. Love to EP.
Eleanor Phillips
Hannah/Others in Puffs
Eleanor is a Brooklyn based actor, singer, and designer.
Select NY Credits: Puffs, or, Seven Increasingly Eventful
Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic, Catya
McMullen’s We Are Animals: F***ing, Wait Wait Don’t Kill
Me, The Mysteries, multiple Lady Bits and many more.
James Fouhey
Cedric
James originated in the role of Cedric in Off-Broadway’s
Puffs. In addition to his theatrical work he has narrated
more than 100 audio books across a wide variety of genres

, and is the producer of the podcast, Dragons, Sexy Robots
Adventrues.

Jessie Cannizzaro
Sally/Others in Puffs
A NYC born and raised actor. She is a proud member of
The Bats, The Flea Theater’s resident acting company. She
trained at Williamstown Theatre Festival Apprentice
Program, Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre and The British
American Drama Academy in London. Jessie graduated
from Swarthmore College with high honors in Theater and
Political Science, where she regularly performed both
improve and sketch comedy.
Julie Ann Earls
Megan in Puffs
Julie Ann was last seen performing off-Broadway in Puffs
as the character Megan Jones. The play was filmed and
recently shown in over 600 cinemas across the contry
through Fathom Events. She as appeared in numerous
commercials as well as other theater projects in New York
City.
Langston Belton
Oliver in Puffs
A New York born Actor and Improviser. He has been
performing in New York since 2001 in numberous
theatrical productions such as The Crucible, A Few Good
Men, and most recently off Broadway’s Puffs. He, also, is a
regular performer at The People’s Improv Theater, The
Tank and other venues throughout the city. He is currently
the co-host of the Marvel Entertainment digital program
Eath’s Mightiest Show.
Nick Carrillo
J. Finch
Nick was born and raised in Texas, and holds a BFA from
CSF. He also attended the Lee Strasburg Theater and Film
Institute in NY. He has studied sketch/improve at UCB and
The PIT. He performs regularly at both theaters, as well as
other comedy theaters in NY, and is a teacher of improve at
The Pit. Select NY credits: West Side Story, Murder!, South
by South Death, and Puffs. TV Credits: “Hack My Life” on
truTV and “The Late Show with Jimmy Fallon” on NBC.
Zac Moon
Wayne in Puffs
Zac is one of the original cast members of Puffs from its
original run at the People’s Improv Theatre to it’s current
home Off-Broadway at New World Stages and in the filmed
version Puffs: Live Off-Broadway. A Richmond, VA native,
he attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
before moving to New York.

Performers
Tonks and the Aurors We are excited to have Tonks &

the Aurors a Wizard Rock Band with music about
Harry Potter, created and fronted by Steph Anderson.
They have traveled the country playing, released 4
full-length albums, and an EP. You can find out more
about Step and Tonks & the Aurors at
www.TonksAndTheAurors.com and
www.StephAndersonMusic.tumblr.com . Music is
available for purchase on iTunes and
www.StephAndersonMusic.storeenvy.com .
The Blibbering Humdingers Are you ready for a little

fun? The Blibbering Humdingers have fun songs for
Harry Potter fans and all manner of nerds. You’ll
laugh, you’ll cry. This husband and wife duo is based
out of Cary, NC and plays a lot of shows around NC. If
you are wondering where they got their band name,
then re-read the final chapter….but not the epilogue,
of Deathly Hallows.
Brian from Drako and the Malfoys Are you ready for

this? Formed as a “one time joke,” Draco & the
Malfoy’s sing songs about Harry Potter from Draco
Malfoy’s perspective. They have released 5 full-length
albums and 1 EP, and have played over 200 shows.
They have been featured on MTV, Fuse,
Entertainment Weekly and more. Their blend of
humor and love for music has earned them regular
appearances at many Harry Potter and other geeky
conventions. See more at www.evilwizardrock.com
Borgin’s Fine Dark Magicks This unique, almost

haunted-house style, dark wizard shoppe magic show
has everyone jumping! A small number of people
enter a dimly lit gypsy style tent, and get a tour of
Borgin’s Fine Dark Magicks Shoppe. An enchanted
eye whizzes around, a blood stained deck of cards
cuts itself, and more sights all around. It is a show for
the adventurous and aspiring dark wizards.

Eric Pope
Professor Lawney Tarot card and Rune reading

extraordinaire provides predictions at our Magical
Tea Party, but be careful a confusing or doom fated
prophecy could be just around the corner.
Ian Brottlund This close-up card magic will have you

on the edge of your seat. A crowd favorite and fun for
all ages. Ian receives high praises at his shows.
Ruth Navarre (Ruth the Mermaid) A mermaid like

you’ve never seen before. Ruth will play the harp for
both the Tea Party and at the event afterwards. She
loves bringing fantasy and imagination into people’s
lives. She will play and sing ethereal Celtic and other
traditional music with her lever harp in costume as a
mermaid.
Payne Fifield (Professor Payne) An immersive, one-of-

a-kind performance in which he assumes the role of
Professor Hieronymus Payne. A former professor at
that great school who arrived at the event just in time
to provide an orientation for all the lucky First Years
who will be attending.
Premier Vocal Entertainment (Amphibian Choir)

Holiday Harmony POP is a group of professional,
strolling carolers. For this event, Holiday Harmony
Pop will perform popular, fun, up-tempo, secular
holiday songs with a wizardry twist.
Siren of the Sound Belly Dance Kat, who has trained

for 10 years intensively with Washington States
finest dancers, will perform a surprise and exciting
dance you will never forget.

Programming Descriptions
Animagus Transformations Explore the animal within
you and transform right before our very eyes! Come
prepared thinking of the animal you can become, and
we will help you get there with a little creativity, face
paint and teamwork! WOWALL

Defense of the Dark Arts Panelist from the original
YouTube series Black and Blue will discuss the
breakdown of the history in representation in JK
Rowling’s World for both Harry Potter and Fantastic
Beasts. WOW12U

A Starter Kit: Runes, Wands and Secret Wizard
Handshakes Kids can come and learn about all the
possibilities of Runes, Wands, and Secret Wizard
Handshakes. They will start with runes, discuss wands
and wand lore, make their own wand, and then finish
the class with learning top secret wizard handshakes.
WOWU12

Diversity & Inclusion in Geek Culture A panel of guests
active in Geek Culture will have a discussion on the
inclusion of minorities in Geekdom and ways to
improve geek diversity. WOWALL

Astronomy for Wizards Are you always drawn to the
moon and stars above?Learn how Wizards use them to
their advantage. Come and learn a basic
understanding observational astronomy through
orbital mechanics! WOWALL
Author Panel: Taking A Leap Into Getting Published
Local authors will talk about the process of going from
an idea to getting published, followed by a Q&A.
WOWALL
Advanced Potions Students will learn how to make a
magical elixir using purified water, essential oils and
gemstones. WOW6U
Brooms 101: The History of Brooms Focusing on the
history of brooms from their earliest forms to modern
version. Followed by the lore of flying on a broom and
how Quidditch came to be. WOW18U
Cauldron of Musical Incantations Grab a cup of that
magical potion, and gather ‘round the cauldron for
music, filk and nerdiness with your fellow spellcasters
of song! Muggles, Witches, Wizards and Magical
Creatures of all skill levels welcome. WOWALL
Chess and Board Games Join us for some friendly
activities for everyone. WOWALL
Community Drum Circle Come make music together in
a 100 person drum circle! All welcome, you will be
taught how to participate and play. WOWALL
Defense against the Dark Arts Be prepared to be
amazed with a class specializing in tried and true
magickal skills for returning and blocking dark magic.
WOW12U

Divination with Tarot Learn from years of experience of
tarot reading. Just remember that each tarot reading
is a snapshot in time, never a permanent fate sentence.
We will go over a few basic readings and then test
what the class learned and give it a try. WOW16U
Don’t Feed the Boggart Understand the mental,
emotional, and spiritual frame of mind necessary to
safely work with the spirit world and other magical
acts. WOW18U
Dragonology 101: Dragon Magic Step into this class
and learn about working with dragons, types of
dragons, and the definition of dragon magic. The
audience will have a chance to interact with our
midsized Welsh dragon, some Hatchlings, and two
different sized skeletal dragons. WOWALL
Dumbledore, Newt, & the Lovegoods’: Why Great
Wizards Aren’t All Neurotypical A lot of wizards and
witches in our favorite series are a little “loony” This
panel discusses why wizards aren’t all neurotypical
and addresses disability education with an attitude of
humor and inclusivity. WOWALL
Everyday Wizard Fashion/Muggles Disguised Fashion
and resources for creating unique looks inspired by
the Wizarding World. WOWALL
Fantastic Beasts around the World: History & Lore
Learn about the history and lore of magical creatures
all over the world. We will draw on history, archeology,
anthropology, and mythology to examine preDarwinian conceptions of the universe. WOWALL
From Screen to Cosplay: How to Bring Cosplay & Props
to Life Admiring a complicated cosplay like
McGonagall, Dumbledore, or Mad Eye Moody? This is a
great class from noted cosplayers on how to take an

idea like that and break it down into manageable steps
that can be achieved within a budget. WOWALL
Herbology 101: Deadly Plants Learn about plants with
practical and magical applications. The good, the
beautiful and the dangerous await. WOWALL
Hermione Shot First: The Badass Women of the
Wizarding World Come and join this panel and discuss
the Badass Women of the Wizarding World. You might
be surprised by the variety of women who had key and
important roles in our favorite series. WOW16U
How to be a Mermaid Come and learn from an expert
on how to transform into a mermaid. Tail examples
will be provided, along with tips to make your very
own! WOWALL
Introduction to Astronomy Join us for a presentation
on understanding the basics of astronomy, a
comparison to astrology, and more. WOW12U
Introduction to a Patronus Come learn what your spirit
animal. Once it’s determined, we will use chalk to draw
our animal to take them home as a reminder that,
“Happiness can be found in the darkest of times, if one
only remembers to turn on the light.” Harry Potter and
the Prisoner of Azkaban WOWU12
Marissa Meyer Book Signing Bring your favorite
Marissa Meyer book with you, or grab one while you
can, and have it signed by the author! WOWALL
Marissa Meyer Talk & Trivia Come join New York Times
bestselling author of Heartless and The Lunar
Chronicles. Marissa will answer questions in an
interview set up, open up for additional questions and
finish off the class with questions. Stick around! She
will be having a book signing after her class. WOWALL
Moonology The study of the moon and its effects on
our lives. Learn moon phases, magical spell casting,
and optimal times to bring health, wealth and
happiness to our lives. WOW12U
Magic The Gathering. Learn to play Magic the
Gathering from Lady Planeswalker Society. Magic is a
card game with a fantasy setting, a great hobby for a
witch or wizard looking for an alternative to Exploding
Snap. WOW6U
Meet A Mermaid Kids get the opportunity to meet and
take a photo with mermaids! WOWU12

Moving Meditation All levels and capacity can
participate even if in wheelchairs or otherwise mobility
impaired. Start your day in a great frame of mind.
WOWALL
Muggle Studies 101: Absurd Muggle Inventions
Explained A larping-style class where participants will
learn what a telephone is and how to use it, as well as
several other common Muggle inventions. WOW12U
Open Your Inner Eye: Real World Predictive Magic In
this interactive lecture, we will dig into both the
wizarding and muggle world’s disdain for predictive
magic. We’ll discuss prophecies made throughout the
books and assess how they could have been used more
effectively. We will shed light on our own potential for
psychic growth and highlight the use of tarot in our
everyday lives as a method of self-reflection and
meditation. WOWALL
Potions: Sorting Bombs Fun, interactive twist on being
sorted into houses. Bath bomb making class with a
“potions” presentation. WOWALL
Raising Witches & Wizards in a Muggle World Join,
watch, listen and ask about parenting as wizards and
keeping the magic alive for your children in a
mainstream world. We will give you the parenting
tips and tricks to keep the magic alive! WOWALL
Real Magic Spells Come and receive insight,
knowledge, and ability to use 3 spells in the Harry
Potter books in real life. Listen, and see how effective
these spells can be in protecting yourself from
negative energy. Small Class Size. WOW12U
Reiki Drumming Journey: Find Your Patronus Teaching
breath work/visualizations techniques for grounding
and protections, as well as a modified and structured
shamanic journey to discover your Patronus. WOW18U
Reptile Man A zoologist and educator will present 12
live reptiles in a show that teaches the importance of
all animals in nature. He has been featured nationally
on Disney’s Bill Nye the Science Guy and on PBS’s Biz
Kids. Come and learn about the animals often seen in
both the muggle and wizarding world. Get a better
understanding on how all animals can be beautiful.
WOWALL
Rocking Wizard Jam Session Come and make some
WRock Magic! Bring your instruments, your voice,
enthusiasm or just your attention to enjoy some
musical fun. WOWALL

Secret of the Stones Learn about the finding of local
gems and crystals, and their magical properties.
WOWALL
Stone, Cloak, Wand A wizarding themed variant of
Rock, Paper, Scissors battle edition. WOWALL
Study of Ancient Runes Lear the life enhance way of
being through Rune Magick. Study the practice of
casting and reading runes. WOW12U
Time-Turner Travel in Real Time A Shamanic Sherpa
and psychic medium will guide you out onto the
psychic astral field where you will be introduced to
your past self and then guided forward into time with
your present self-utilizing soul journeying and mild
hypnosis in order to decipher who you were, where you
are, and what’s coming in your next life. Dress
comfortable and come with something to lie down on!
WOW18U
Trivia - Harry Potter Advanced Edition Pick your team
(up to 4) and be ready to answer the hardest of hard
Harry Potter Trivia questions. Winning team will win
the Harry Potter Advanced Trivia Trophy! WOW16U
Trivia - Harry Potter Edition A battle of recall and wits
will take place here at the Hotel Murano for adults and
kids alike. Bring your team (up to 5 people) and be
prepared to go against the brightest of students we
have ever seen. WOWALL
Trivia - Puff’s Edition Have you seen Puff’s live, an off
broadway play, or how about on Prime’s Broadway
channel? If you have, this is the Trivia for you! Bring
your thinking caps and teams of 5 and let’s see who
remembers the most about this funny comedy fans of
Harry Potter will never forget! WOW12U
Wand Choosing Acquire an essential tool for all
wizards, with a couple of small special effects to spice
things up. WOW12U
Wand Making Join us and make your very own magical
wand! WOWALL

Wands, Wood, and Magick A brief history of wands
and what the term “wand” encompasses with all the
various types of wands one might use. You will learn
how to find the appropriate wand for you and the
magickal work you have to do in the moment.
WOW12U
Weasley’s Wizarding Wheezes: How Real Life Geeks
Brought Their Dreams to Life Are you inspired by
WWW or our vendor alley to create your own magical
product or service? This is the panel for you. We have
3 panelist here to talk about starting their business,
how to find a market, and more. WOW12U
What in the Wizarding World Were We Thinking? This
is the first year of Weekend of Wizardry. How did we
get here? Hear from a panel of the founders and
committee leads on how it came to be, challenges, the
wins, and where we go from here. WOWALL
Whose Wand is it Anyways A game show type panel
inspired by the games used in the old Whose Line Is It
Anyway show. Audience members will join skits and
games such as Scenes from a Wizard Hat, Helping
Hands, Genre Change, Freeze Frame, Sound Effects,
Moving Wizards, and Props. WOW18U
Witchy Stories The audience members will hear
magical tales, create story sound effects and help
create original stories! All stories will be magical and
inspired by the HP world! WOWALL
Wizard Rock Panel – Come learn about wizard rock
and the community that loves them! Meet various
members of the bands that will be playing at our
special events and hear their stories about music and
love for Harry Potter. WOWALL
Wizard Rock Jam Session – Come and learn about
Wizard Rock, their love of the wizarding community,
and much more. WOWALL

Celebrity Panels
Fantastic Beasts and How to Be Them with Paul
Warren.. Learn about the transformation that takes
place on set for becoming creatures and beasts on
screen. WOWALL

questions from the audience! Let’s see who
wins.WOW12U

Let’s Talk About the Puff’s Listen as the Puff’s in a
discussion about their favorite on-stage and off-stage
memories of being a Puff. WOWALL

Stump A Puff - Do you have to know Harry Potter to be
a Puff? Let’s find out! Join us as the PUffs complete in
Harry Potter trivia. We will have preplanned questions
and also field questions from the audience. Who’s
going to win? WOW12U

Post Grad Wizarding World with Stan, Chris and Paul.
What was life like after the filming of Harry Potter and
what are they doing now! WOWALL

The Puff’s Sit back and listen to the Puffs talk about
their experience on stage and in preparation for The
Puffs Off Broadway Play. WOWALL

Puffs In Session Are you ready for the Puffs in a
discussion about going to Wizarding School and how
they prepared to be wizards! WOWALL

Trivia - Ultimate Puff Trivia Have you seen the Puffs live
in person or on TV? This is the chance to show off your
knowledge while a few special guests ask the
questions! WOW12U

Puff’s Q&A A Q&A session where the audience gets to
ask questions in an open forum to the cast of the Puffs.
WOWALL
Stump An Alumni - Do you like Trivia? How about
being on the flip side! Chris, Stand and Paul will test
their Harry Potter movie knowledge. With preplanned
questions asked by Moderator Will James and

Wizarding World Behind the Set with Stan, Chris and
Paul. What was it like to be on the set of Harry Potter?
We will take a look at Stan, Chris and Paul’s experience
on the set of Harry Potter. What was their favorite
part, were there challenges, and would they do it
again? WOWALL

Crafts
Create a Pouf Craft a simple pompom animal familiar
to accompany you on your Weekend of Wizardry
adventures! This craft is 12 and up, all are welcome
but younger guests will need assistance. WOW12U

Dragon Eggs $15 material charge per student Join
Professor Johannes as he guides the way to teach you
how to make your very own Dragon Egg out of solid
clay and other fun materials! WOW12U

Create a Street Art Patronus Come and create
wizarding art work using stencils on a background you
will paint yourself to help make your Patronus come
alive. WOWALL

Dragons and Dragon Eggs Kids will have the
opportunity to create their own dragons and dragon
eggs out of various supplies we offer (these eggs are
different than Johannes eggs) WOWU12

Create a Wizard Ornament Here you have an
opportunity to make your very own Wizard Ornament.
We have the supplies, now you can get creative and
make your own unique ornament. WOWALL

House Wears Missing a tie, bracelet, bookmark, or
other item to help you show your house pride? This
class might be for you! Kids are provided with felt,
ribbon and various other materials to make their own
House Wears. WOWU12

Create Your Familiar Kids will have the opportunity to
create their very own familiar using the supplies we
provide. The possibilities are endless! WOWU12
Create Your Own WOW Journal Put your creative hats
on, and create a journal to take notes and document
memories all weekend! We will provide the materials
and you provide the individuality and skills. WOWALL

Intro to Patronus and Chalk Drawing Kids will come in
and learn what their patronus is. Once identified, we
will help them create a chalk drawing of their very
own! WOWU12
Familiar Rock Painting Join us for a fun night of
painting our own familiars. Pick your rock, grab a

brush and get started! Everyone can do this craft.
WOWALL

bomb building from Soap & Clay’s very own Professor
Savon and her Perfects. WOWALL

Feather Pens What’s a Wizard without their perfect
quill? Come in and make your very own feather pen
that can be used on paper! WOWALL

Transfiguration Do you think your transfigurations
skills are up to par? Kids will get an opportunity to
perform their transfiguration with magic dough as
different items are called out. Quick but accurate is
what we aim for in Transfiguration class. WOW12U

Open Craft Session Missed a craft, have something else
on your mind. Supplies from previous crafts and never
seen will be brought out for students to create with
their imagination. WOWALL
Owl Letter Carriers Create your very own owl with a
special letter carrier attached! WOWALL

Tree Sprites Need a little friend for your should or
pocket? Always getting in trouble and wish you had a
buddy for sticky situations. This craft is for you. We will
be working with craft wire so only 12 and up please!
WOW12U

Potting Mandrakes Mandrakes are tricky for repotting.
Help Professor Baneberry replant her mandrakes and
give them a nice new color too while you are at it. If
you do a good job you will have your very own
mandrake to take home! WOWALL

Wand Making Have a wand, need a new wand, just
would like another wand to add to your collection?
Come and join Artist & Craftsmen Professor Witherell
to make your very own wand! WOWALL

Soap & Clay Sorting Bombs $5 materials charge per
student. Come in and learn the magic ways of bath

Wand Pens Feather pens might not cut it for every job.
Come create your magical wand pen out of various
materials, a few tutorials, and a lot of imagination
WOW12U

Meetups & Discussions
Cosplay Photo & Costuming Swap Come dressed in
your best cosplay and be ready to take some photos!
This is the ultimate meetup for everyone who would
like to get photos with other cosplayers. Also, have
Harry Potter items/clothing you just don’t use
anymore? Bring them with you to swap with your
other fellow cosplayers! WOW12U
Do you like your coffee Black? Bring your favorite cup
of coffee, just the way you like and sit down to an
interesting conversation about the Black family and
their allies. WOW12U
Dumbledore’s Army Do you believe you would have
been part of Dumbledore’s Army if you went to
Hogwarts? Then this is the meetup for you. Come
prepared with your house pride, and ready to talk
strategy and spells! WOWALL
Gryffindor Calling all Brave, Daring, and Eager! Meet
us in the Red Tower WOWALL
House Confusion Disorder Do you see yourself in more
than one house? Take a step back and discuss this with
your other HCD wizards. You never know, maybe you
will create a new house. WOWALL

Hufflepuff Calling the Loyal, Kind and Fair. Meet us in
the Yellow Den. WOWALL
I Married a Muggle Come talk about your favorite
muggle! Discuss the good, the bad and the wonderful
with other fellow Muggle Lovers! WOW18U
LGBT Meet up with fellow Harry Potter fans to take
pictures, have discussions, and play games with people
who have a similar perspective. WOWALL
Mischief Makers Fellow Mischief Makers have to unite!
Come together and talk about your favorite pranks in
and outside of the Harry Potter World. Discuss your
opinion on Peeves absence in the movie, but don’t get
too ROWDY. There may be a Professor roaming the
halls. WOWALL
Monsters Misunderstood Discussion Come have a
discussion about the amazing beasts, or should we say
Fantastic, with all the other animal and creature
lovers out there! Be ready to talk about your favorite!
WOWALL
Raising Witches and Wizards Take a moment and
meetup with other parents and their little wizards.

Talk about the magical world you are introducing
them to. WOWALL
Rally the Hufflepuffs Hufflepuffs demand to be
remembered, or seen, maybe just heard. No we will be
remembered! Stop by and talk with your fellow
Hufflepuffs and take a break from the outside world.
WOWALL
Ravenclaw Calling all the Creative, Witty, and
Intelligent. Meet in the Blue Tower. WOWALL
Slytherin Calling all the Cunning, Ambitious, and Loyal
Friends. Meet in the Green Dungeon! WOWALL

Teenagers Unite Lead by teens, for teens. So of course
they don’t tell me what they are going to do 
WOWTEEN
Traveling Witches and Wizards Witches and Wizards
from all over the state, country and even world are
attending this event. Take a moment to your your
fellow travelers. WOWALL
What to Read Next? Love magic and looking for a little
more of it in your life? This discussion brings together
voracious readers, teachers, and librarians to discuss
what you should read now. WOWALL

Say Hello to Your Professors!
Artist Nicola Beeson
Artist Michael Darling
Author Ellis Flynn
Author Halie Fewkes
Author Marissa Meyer
Chess Master Robin Toy
Dr. Cacophonie
Lady Planeswalker
Madame Esmeralda Swoop
Mermaid Mystic
Panelist Abie Ekenezar
Panelist Ardis May
Panelist Billy The Brick
Panelist Brian Ross
Panelist Ian Cairns
Panelist Jared Rabinowitz
Panelist Katherine Bubba Miller
Panelist Kat V. Wilson
Panelis Kristen Vaughan
Panelist Mary Adner
Panelist Mandy LaRowe
Panelist Sabrina-Sue Danielson

Prof. Clementine Rose
Panelist Scott Vaughan
Panelist Stephanie Anderson
Panelist Y’hon
Prof. Alex Stanioch
Prof. Allegra Xcelle
Prof. Alycia Melendez
Prof. Angela Moon
Prof Audry Jones CHK
Prof. Brinx Shadow
Prof. Clarice VonDahBahrrr
Prof. Cybele Howl
Prof. Draconis
Prof. Ember Jones CHK
Prof. English Spencer
Prof. Euphonia Tenebrae
Prof Grace Witherell (CHECK)
Prof. Haley Forrester
Prof. Hassie Sureshot
Prof. Howl
Prof. Johannes Quilitz
Prof. Kat Porath
¶

Prof. Seviah Barbier (CHK)
Prof. Kaitlin CHK
Prof. Linda Baker
Prof. Quintila Rontila
Prof. Ramona Baneberry
Prof. Rebekah Manikowski
Prof. Roman Delgado
Prof. Sara Servin
Prof. Sarah Heartsong
Prof. Skeeter Welhouse
Prof. Stella Celeste
Prof Tifa Rubbles
Prof. Valentine
Prof. Sarah Weiler
Prof.Samantha Weiler
Prof. Zoe Amethyst Bangs
Reptile Man
Soap & Clay’s Professor Savon
and her Perfects:
Auriel Zantua
Georgia Forrest
Julia Kzoenig

Special Discounts
Thank you to the following businesses for offering specials and discounts over the weekend!


Crescent Moon – Discount All Weekend



Crown Bar – Themed food and drink specials all weekend – 10% off regular priced items



Half Pints - Themed Food and drinks



Hippie House – 10% off any item in store $20 or less and 15% off items above $20



Mexico Magico Restaurant Cantina- 10% off



O’Malley’s 20% off bill on regular priced items



Soap & Clay 20% off all Wizarding Products



Triple Knock – Themed food and drinks

Sponsors

Thank You
I would like to thank everyone who believed in me, saw and supported my vision during this
past year of making my big idea a reality. To the committee leaders and their seconds, many
who spent countless days and nights crafting, planning, scheduling, emailing, calling, and
traveling. I appreciate you more than words can express. You have my undying gratitude as I
truly could not have pulled this off without you! To the dozens of volunteers who pitched in
to support their committees a very large THANK YOU to you all, many hands make light
work. For those who came in late to bring things up to speed- you are true heroes! It took a
Dumbledore sized army to pull off this first year but through the many ups and downs,
countless hours of effort and sheer persistence, we made it! I feel like I have gained a new
family and I am blessed to know you. Also a special thank you to our generous sponsors:
Creepy Kingdom, Crescent Moon Gifts, Rob Carlos Fantasy Art, Mary Mart and
Broadway Center (now Tacoma Arts Live).
Your support of this event means the world to me!
Angela Wehnert
Organizer
Weekend of Wizardry

Weekend of Wizardry Honor Roll
Abie Ekenezar

Doris Graber

Adria Moskowitz

JeZy Webb

Angela Moon

Kaitlin Harrington

Audry Jones

Miranda Fick

Brandi Torres

Natasha Howell

Christina Samuels

Rob Carlos

Dan Wehnert

Spencer David Samuels

Danni Carson

Tami Johnson

Thank You Volunteers!
Thank you to all our dedicated volunteers and those who went above and beyond:
Abie Ekenezar

Ember Jones

Natasha Tucker

Adria Moskowitz

Erin Hicks

Rob Carlos

Angela Wehnert

George Nelson

Robin Nelson

Audry Jones

Gerlinde Gilmore

Roy Egbert

Brandi Torres

Grace Amundsen Barnkow

Sarah Oates

Catie Diaz

Harold McKenny

Sarah Weiler

Christi Jackson

Heidi Grahn

Spencer David Samuels

Christina Samuels

Jennifer Getty

Tami Johnson

Crys Hillage Thompson

Jessie Hansen

Daniel Wehnert

JeZy Webb

Danielle Spencer

Kaitlin Harrington

Danni Carson

Miranda Fick

Doris Graber

Natasha Howell

Special Thanks to these fine Tacoma Businesses:

Storage Court, Papa Murphy’s, Ted Brown Music, Artist &
Craftsman Supply, Harvey’s Butter Rum Batter Company

